PRESS RELEASE

THIRD ADMISSION CUT-OFF LIST - 2019-2020
(Based on Merit)

The Third Cut-Off list for admissions to various Undergraduate Courses (based on merit) of the University of Delhi for the Academic Year 2019-2020 will be notified / displayed by the different colleges of the University on Tuesday, the 09th July, 2019. The details of the minimum cut-off percentage of marks (Third Admission List) at which admissions to various courses have been offered by different colleges are given in the enclosed charts. For details, with regard to variation in Cut-Off percentage, the candidates are advised to contact the respective colleges on Tuesday, the 09th July, 2019. As per scheduled already notified, the eligible candidates who meet the requirements notified in the Third Admission Cut-Off list are further advised to complete their admission formalities in the Colleges concerned within the stipulated time, as notified earlier on the University Website.
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